DAF LF SERIES
COMFORT + FUEL EFFICIENCY
= THE SMART CHOICE

Models
FA LF 250 12t 4x2 rigid

The perfect distribution partner

FA LF 280 16t 4x2 rigid

With a class-leading turning circle, outstanding comfort and a completely
new exterior and interior, the new LF offers everything you expect
from a modern distribution truck. Smooth and light to drive, it provides
outstanding ergonomics to keep drivers fresh and alert, with agile engine
performance and a reputation for fuel efficiency.

FA LF 280 18t 4x2 rigid
FAP LF 280 23t 6x2 rigid

DAF CF SERIES
510Hp + VERSATILITY = THE SMART CHOICE

Models CF75

Models CF85

The ultimate all rounder

FA CF75 18.7t 4x2 rigid

FAT CF85 Concrete Pumper
Spec 33t 6x4 rigid

FAT CF75 24.6t rigid 6x4

FAT CF85 24.6t 6x4 rigid

FAP CF75 24.6t rigid 6x2

FAT CF85 27t 6x4 rigid

FAS CF75 24.6t rigid 6x2

FAT CF85 hub reduction 33t
6x4 rigid

FAD CF75 32.3T 8x4 rigid

FAD CF85 hub reduction
Concrete Pumper Spec 44t
8x4 rigid

FT CF75 18.7t 4x2 prime mover

FAD CF85 34t 8x4 rigid

With outstanding comfort, low tare and the fuel efficiency and power of
PACCAR engines right up to the 510Hp of the MX-13, the CF series
redefines versatility. The range includes two, three and four axle configurations,
single or tandem drive and special applications like concrete pumpers, tippers
and tankers. While the exterior dimensions of the CF series cab gives it
excellent manoeuverability in tight situations, its interior provides a driver
environment like no other. We can confidently say, you’ll understand
the difference when you drive one.

HERE’S
HOW DAF
ADDS UP

FAD CF85 SR1360T 44t 8x4 rigid
FTT CF85 24.6t 6x2 prime mover

DAF XF SERIES
DRIVER SAFETY + FUEL EFFICIENCY
= THE SMART CHOICE

WHEN YOU DO THE MATH ACROSS ALL
FACTORS IT’S EASY TO SEE WHY A DAF
PURCHASE IS THE SMART CHOICE.

Models
FTT XF105 6x4 Prime Mover

The perfect long haul or heavy distribution partner
The flagship truck of the DAF range, the award-winning XF1O5 is a true
driver’s truck proven around the world in challenging conditions. With
exceptional comfort, safety and efficiency, it has the power and reliability to
deal with the open road and the agility for urban environments. Designed
around low running costs, the XF range is the smart choice because it brings
the latest truck technology to help you deliver safely, efficiently and profitably.
Take the virtual tour of the exceptional DAF XF1O5 class-leading Super Space
Cab interior with our 360-degree viewer. Then visit your local DAF Dealer for
the real deal and a test drive.

The vehicles in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and include some optional extras and equipment fitted by dealers and their suppliers.
All weights and measurements should be regarded as approximate only. For complete vehicle details, refer to independent specification sheets for
each model available at www.dafdothemath.com.au and DAF dealerships. In the interest of product improvements, DAF Trucks Australia, reserves
the right to change these specifications without prior notice.
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WORLD CLASS
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SPACE
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GLOBAL EXPERIENCE + LOCAL KNOWLEDGE = THE SMART CHOICE
DAF is a global truck brand with more than 85 years of experience in vehicle engineering and manufacturing,
with vehicles operating in every corner of the world.
++ With reliable operation in any and all conditions, our vehicles are designed to exceed the requirements of the
Australian trucking landscape – which we know to be one of the toughest in the world.
++ DAF is a leader in the European market, is a highly awarded truck brand and is the vehicle of choice for discerning
customers across Europe.
++ This combination of a broad, world class product range, local knowledge and dealer support, makes DAF the smart
choice when choosing a truck for your business.

POWER AND EFFICIENCY
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POWER + FUEL EFFICIENCY = THE SMART CHOICE
++ The advanced technical innovations of the PACCAR engine range for the delivery of power with outstanding fuel
economy. Combined with SCR technology, these engines meet Euro 5 and ADR80/03 emission standards.
++ Efficiency is the sum of factors such as low tare weight, aerodynamics, driveline integration and advanced engine
technologies, which all contribute to the fuel efficiency of the range.
++ For the driver this means a relaxing and enjoyable driving experience.

VERSATILITY
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VERSATILITY + FLAT CHASSIS = THE SMART CHOICE
++ The Australian range of DAF Trucks covers a range of applications and with a selection of versatile cabs, engines,
drivelines and axles, there’s a DAF truck to match your needs.
++ The LF series is the smart choice for intensive metro distribution work.
++ The CF series provides solutions for the most varied of transport operations.
++ The flagship XF sets the standards for comfort, safety and efficiency for linehaul transport.

SAFETY
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LOWER TARE + MORE LOAD = THE SMART CHOICE
++ With DAF low tare is delivered through a range of design and specification choices that provide reduced
weight with high strength.
For example:
++ Chassis. Advanced chassis design and the use of High Strength Low Alloy – Vanadium (HSLA – V) steel.
++ Driveline. Low weight Meritor differentials.
++ Engine. Use of compacted graphite iron for the engine block, which is stronger and lighter than conventional cast iron.

++ DAF is renowned for comfort and when drivers are fresher and more alert they are safer. With fully adjustable orthopaedically
correct seats and steering column, excellent temperature control, low interior noise level, large front and side mirrors, the DAF
cab provides the driver with a supremely comfortable working environment.
++ Responsive steering and the roll stability of the cab suspension delivers enhanced vehicle behaviour.
++ Safety is also enhanced by state-of-the art driver assistance options like Adaptive Cruise Control, Downhill Speed Control,
Lane Departure Warning System, and Vehicle Stability Control.

STYLE
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AESTHETICS + PRACTICALITY = THE SMART CHOICE
++ Special attention is given to the aesthetic design of the interior and durability of the materials. There are lighter trim
colours for less frequently used areas, and darker, easier to clean shades for frequently touched areas. The camel
coloured interior gives a comfortable feeling and offers a pleasant working and living atmosphere.
++ Materials and finishes equal those of top class passenger cars. The vents in the door panels, for example, create a warm
or cool air ‘curtain’ along the side windows for optimum driver comfort.
++ On the outside the trucks are not only aesthetic but aerodynamic to reduce wind noise, boost engine performance and
help fuel efficiency.

++ With a flat chassis, pre drilled anchor points and key components located inside the rails, the DAF chassis will
make your body builder’s job easier and reduce your body building costs.

PRODUCTIVITY

CAB ENVIRONMENT + SAFETY = THE SMART CHOICE

COMFORT
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COMFORT + CONVENIENCE = THE SMART CHOICE

STORAGE + STANDING + SLEEPING ROOM = THE SMART CHOICE
++ Drivers will appreciate the generous and practical storage areas of the DAF cab. The day cab has a large lockable tray
and cup holder on the engine tunnel and practical storage space above the windscreen.
++ The Sleeper Cab also has storage space under the lower bunk. The under bunk storage locker on the left-hand side is
insulated from odours and is accessible from the outside only.
++ For long distance operation, the roomy Space Cab provides standing height on the engine tunnel, extensive storage
space, including large illuminated lockers above the windscreen and room for home comforts like a TV, refrigerator and
microwave. The Super Space Cab provides all this and more, setting the standard on space and comfort with a standing
height of 210cm and options like a 42 litre refrigerator drawer and two bunk beds that convert into a sofa.

WARRANTY
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WARRANTY + EXTENDED WARRANTY = THE SMART CHOICE
++ A 3-year/750,000km warranty is offered on the XF and CF85 range, with the option to purchase a 5-year extended
warranty. This is for 5 years / 1,000,000 kms / 15,000 hrs / 500,000 litres fuel burn, whichever occurs first and includes
up to 30% off the RRP on Preventative Maintenance parts.
++ The CF75 range provides a 3-year/500,000km warranty and a 3-year/200,000km warranty is available for the LF
extended range.

SUPPORT
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SUPPORT + FINANCE = THE SMART CHOICE
++ At DAF we know how important it is to have service and support wherever your business may take you.
++ That’s why DAF Trucks Australia is supported by an extensive nation-wide network of 67 PACCAR dealers, providing
after-sales support and a full inventory of every DAF part built into the Australian range of models. DAF is also backed
by our nation-wide PACCAR Support Services including:
++ PACCAR Assist – Our dedicated 24/7 roadside assistance service that in times of need provides Australia-wide
coverage. One call is all it takes to summon help from your nearest dealership.
++ PACCAR Financial – Dedicated solely to the trucking industry, with more than 35 years of experience in the
Australian transport industry PACCAR Financial understands today’s business and continues to support it with
innovative loan and lease options. The right financing can be as important to your success as the right truck.
++ PacLease – A division of PACCAR Financial, Paclease also offers full service leasing, rental, contract and contract
maintenance and will help you determine which programs and services best meet your needs.
++ PACCAR Parts – PACCAR Parts offers an extensive range of parts and accessories for all your truck servicing
needs. The national distribution centre at Bayswater, Victoria has 20,000 sq metres dedicated to DAF parts and
is one of the most modern and efficient distribution centres in Australia.

++ A DAF Truck interior is designed around the driver’s needs. With fully adjustable seats, logically grouped controls around the
driving position, and a dashboard that would look at home in a luxury passenger vehicle, it becomes clear that safety and ease
of operation were given the highest design priority.
++ This means less distraction and less fatigue, making driving safer, more comfortable and less stressful. Once inside the cab,
the sense of roominess is evident, accentuated by the large windscreen and side windows.
++ The intelligent use of space and high-quality materials in warm yet practical colours creates an environment that is both
productive and pleasant. Driver comfort and satisfaction are essential elements to safer trucking..
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